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In an earlier paper, findings concerning the levels of self-

perceived professionalism were reported.
1

This report extends the

earlier discussion by introducing the findings from the same sample

of television journalists in the area of bureaucracy. Also of interest

will be the possible "interaction" of bureaucracy and-professionalism.

Among the reasons advanced for the relatively low level of

professionalism in journalism is the possible impact of a repressive

bureaucracy that supposedly thwarts the evolution of a profession

orientation within the occupation. For example, Edelstein concludes

his review of appropriate studies in the area of print journalists

as follows: "The evidence suggests that bureaucratization has

triumphed in many newsrooms. Organization, personnel poliCies

and other practices have become invulnerable to assault, suggesting

that the benefits for the editors and publishers outweigh the

personal needs" of the reporter. 2

Yet, the assumption that bureaucracy is inimical to established

professions is not supported in the research literature. As Hall

has noted, bureaucracies can accomodate professions quite well if

they are allowed a quasi-independent department within the bureau-

cracy run by a fellow professional. 3 While established professions

have the power to extract meaningful compromises from the bureaucrats,

it is perhaps another matter for an occupation seeking to profession-

alize itself. The assumption then, should be that some aspects of

bureaucratic organization could foster professionalism while other

organizational features could hinder the professionalization process.

Giveh appropriate data then, one might examine the relationships

between certain types of bureaucracies and professionalism.
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For the purposes of this study, two existing scales developed

by Hall were modified for a mail survey of television journalists.4

One scale dealt with self-perceived professionalism, and the other,

a self-report of bureaucratic features of one's work-site's rules

and regulations: Hall has argued that bureaucracy should be con-

ceptualized in six dimensions. This decision was reached after Hall

surveyed the existing empirical literature and the theoretical

writings of the scholars dealing with bureaucracy. The six categories

are:

1. The hierarchy of authority--the extent to which the locus
of decision making is pre-structured by the organization.

2. Division of labor--the extent to which work tasks are
subdivided by functional specialization decided by the
organization.

3. Presence of rules-7the degree to which the behavior of
organizational members is subject to organizational control.

4. Procedural specifications--the extent to which organizational
members musi: follow organizationally defined techniques in
dealing with situations which they encounter.

5. Impersonality--the extent to which both organizational members
and outsiders are treated without regard to individual
qualities.

6. Technical coMpetence--the extent to which organizationally
defined "universalistic" standards are utilized in the personal
selection and advancement process.5

Hall developed a 62 item scale to tap these domains employing a

Likert format. Like his professionalism scale, the bureaucracy scale

was validated in a study of 12 professions and occupations in 27

worksites. Particularly valuable, both traditional and aspiring

professionals were included in the sample. This allows for compari-

sons between a wide variety of occupational types, resulting,

hopefully, in a more heuristic grasp of the relative standing of
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television journalists.

Since the design, sampling and other-procedures related to

this study have been reported elsewhere, a brief summary should

suffice.
6

Besides the typical problems attendent with any mail

survey, one principal shortcoming in the data should be. stressed.

In order to locate television journalists for the sampling frame,

it was necessary to obtain co-operation of the various news directors.

Of the stratified random sample of news directots contacted, co-

operation was quite poor in the ten largest television markets.

Since so few co-operated, the analysis,to_follow reports only the

data obtained from the medium and-small television markets.7

RESULTS

The findings will be discussed as follows: First, the bureau-

cracy sub-scale scores for the various jobs within the news department

will be presented following the pattc!rn established by Hall, namely

tabular inspection, description and analysis. This section will be

followed by a discussion of the results of a factor analysis of the

bureaucracy scale. The section will be concluded with a presentation

of the results of a factor analysis of the bureaucracy and profession-

alism scales together.

TABLE 1

Bureaucracy Scores

The discussion here will proceed to examine each group's scores

on the various subscales. From time to time, reference will be

made to Hall's original 27 worksite scores. The various occupations
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have been rank ordered and the television sample contrasted with them

for purpose, of comparison. The job classifications employed here

are self-explanatory, except perhaps the miscellaneous category,

which is comprised of such jobs as farm director, weather man and

part-time help.

The first sub-scale dealt with the hierarchy of authority in the

respondent's job. The television sample as a whole had a mean of 45

on the scale, for an equivalent rank of 14 in comparison with Hall's

data collebted in 27 different work-sites.

The second bureaucracy scale dealt with the division of labor.

The questions here were mainly concerned with the routine and monotony

of the job. That is, what are the specific duties done each day with

little variation. The overall mean for the television sample was 36,

equal to an approximate rank of 14. The occupations which scored

high on this scale were accountants and personnel department managers.

There was little difference between the job classifications in the

television sample (Table 1).

The third scale dealt with the presence of a highly restricted

set of rules concerning work-site behavior. In general, the questions

dealt with picayune restrictions like smoking on the job and leaving

the work area. The overall mean for the television sample was 38, for

an approximate rank of 19 in comparison with Hall's data. It should

be noted that in both Hall's sample and the television group, there

were no blue collar workers; hence, all occupations tend to have

relatively low mean bureaucracy scores. The non-CPA accountants had

the highest rules score. There was little variation between the job

classifications on.this scale for the television sample.



The fourth scale dealt with procedures for performing one's

duties. While the rules scale was concerned with work-site behavior,

the procedures scale considered how a task is to be performed. For

example, is an individual allowed to solve problems by using his

initiative and cutting through red tape, or must he follow a rigid

set of rules?

Here the television sample had a mean of 37, equal to an approxi-

mate rank of 21 in the sample of 27 agencies. This places newsmen in

the least bureaucratized cluster of Hall's occupations. There was

little variation among the job classifications within the television

sample.

The impersonality scale dealt with a mixture of two attitude

domains. The first concerned the impersonality with which individuals

who come in contact with the organization are treated, and secondly,

how impersonally the organization treats the individual employee.

With an overall mean of 25, the television sample out-ranked even

the non-CPA accountants with a rank of one for the highest bureaucracy

score on this scale.

Does this mean that the newsmen are the most bureaucratized

occupation on this scale? The rank of one certainly suggests this;

however, consideration must be given to the behaviors a newsman is

expected to engage in when dealing with people in the news. Items

on the impersonality scale include:

No matter how serious a person's problems are, he is to be
treated the same as everyone else.

Everyone who calls the organization from the outside is treated
in exactly the same manner.

People are to be treated within the rules, no matter how serious
a problem they may have.
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We are expected to be courteous, but reserved at all times.

Management sticks pretty much to themselves.

It is possible that for a practicing newsman, the term impersonal

could be interpreted as impartial; the two terms could be seen as

semantic equivalents. Impartiality is a key element in the traditional

conception of "objective" reporting. Further, the two questions

dealing with management could have generated some confusion, since

the station management, especially in the larger stations, has little

to do with the day to day operations of the news department. Also,

management's interference with everyday management of the news

department would be frowned upon in most journalistic circles.

There is some support, admittedly weak, for the above assertions.

Those respondents who come in daily contact with the public could

be expected to have higher impersonality scores then those individuals

who spend most of their time in-the station. Ranking the means from

the most to the least bureaucratic on the impersonality scale, the

cameramen have the highest score with a mean of 31, followed by the

reporters at 33, the newscasters at 32, and the news directors at

37. While at first glance, the newscasters with a mean of 32 seem

to refute the argument, the evidence also indicates that the news-

casters in the larger markets who rarely go into the field to gath

news have a mean of 33, while small market newscasters who often

double as reporters have a mean of 31. This pattern of means

some support then, for the assumption that those individua'

in daily contact with the public have a higher rank on

ality scale than newsmen who have "Icle public conta-

news directors and large newscasters. Need?

assumption must be ,-tested in a more rigorous manner .
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accepted.

The technical Competence scale attempted to measure how indivi-

duals are hired, fired and promoted by the organization. Are

individuals promoted by seniority and technical competence or because

they have an "in" with the boss or are good-looking? In other words,

are there systematic procedures for recruiting and promotion?

The newsmen had an overall mean of 33. This would give

the television sample a rank of 27 in comparison with Hall's data.

The television sample was less bureaucratized on this scale than

any profession or occupation. (The twenty-seventh rank in Hall's

sample had a mean of 29.7.) News directors had a mean of 37,

while the most bureaucratized of the television sample were the

cameramen, with a mean of 31.

Summary. The television sample's pattern of scores on the

bureaucracy scale reflected some of the unique aspects of the

television news department. On the hierarchy of authority,

division of labor and rules scales, the television sample ranked at

about the median in comparison with Hall's sample of occupations

and work-sites. On the procedures scale, the newsmen had a rela-

tively low bureaucracy score, which suggests that television

journalists are allowed a great deal of latitude in their.day-to-

day activities.

On the impersonality scale, the newsmen had the highest bureau-

cracy scores. It was suggested that one possible reason for this

score was the fact that newsmen are required to be impartial in

gathering the news.



Finally, the technical competence scores revealed that the

television news departments appear to have little in the way of

rigid rules for recruitment and promotion. Promotion, it would

seem, depends upon a 'number of intangible factors. It is difficult

to conceive of an objective check list to evaluate one's jour-

nalistic performance, especially in an industry which blends

together journalism and screen performance.

In addition, most news departments are relatively small,

especially the stations present in this sample. Thus, to be

promoted, the newsman changes jobs, ideally, by moving "up" to

a larger market.

Factor Analysis

In order to factor analyze the data from the bureaucracy scale,

a number of item analyses were performed before converting the

retained items to dummy variables.8 A number of items were dropped

for the simple reason that there was no variance on the item after

its conversion to a dummy variable. The numbers associated with the

questionnaire items in Table 2 are the original Hall scale, to
9

allow for comparison. The items themselves have been paraphrased

for the sake of space.

TABLE 2

Table 2 displays the results for the newsmen. The first

factor reveals a pattern of employment where monotony; red tape

and following standard operating procedures are stressed. Also

loading on this factor, negatively, is the lack of systematic

promotion procedures at the station.
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The second factor is like the first except that decisions

must be checked out first with the boss before they can be imple-

mented.

The third factor loads with items dealing with the lack of

variety in one's job. Alsoloading are items dealing with smoking

prohibitions and impersonality in the establishment's treatment

of individuals.

The fourth factor loads with items dealing with the fact that

supplies must be checked out, smoking prohibitions exist, and that

orders must be followed without questions. In addition, executives

are said to lack the qualifications for the4L-r positions.

The fifth factor is somewhat the converse of the fourth factor.

Here the items deal with an impl,..;-cit understanding of how one must

behave on the job, and the management being present, but, in this

case, they are considered qualified. Note also that here the station

has systematic promotion procedures, the converse of factor one.

The last factor extracted has items loading which deal with

monotony and similar day-to-day circumstances surrounding the job.

Also loading on this factor is the item dealing with the existence

of strict operating procedures and that only, executives can make

decisions. The last item, with high negative loading, is one stating

that people are not hired at the station because of their appearance

alone.

While the bureaucratic factor matrix has six factors, it in no

way resembles Hall's pure bureaucratic domains. In a sense, they

represent types of patterns of jobs in the portion of industry sampled

for this study. Factors five and six are clearly identified with news

directors, while the first four factors characterize reporters and

newscasters.
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The importance of the bureaucratic factor matrix is not that news depart-

ments are mini-bureaucracies, but how this bureaucracy relates "to profession-

alism.

TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE

Factor Analysis of Both Scales

The sixteen items from the professionalism scale were combined with the

nineteen items from the bureaucracy scale and factor analyzed. Table 3 displays

the results.

Note that the first two factors extracted are bureaucratic. These items

deal with the routine, .boring and restrictive nature of one's work. In the

first factor the public service item dealing with the essential nature of the

profession for society loads negatively. Also loading negatively is an item .

dealing with one's ability to use his intelligence on the job.

The second factor resembles the first but with on important distinction.
Both factors are loaded heavily with items dealing with the routine and restrictive

components of the job, but the first factor has two negative loadings on the

professionalism scale. The item relating to one's inability to employ his
intelligence on the job is a logical loading for this first factor. However, the
second negative item loading on factor one may be cause for concern. Essen-

tially, the item asks if the profession is essential to society. On this factor
the item loads negatively. Does factor one display a type of job that "causes"

this down-grading of the essential elements of the profession?

Comparing the second with the first factor, it is apparent that. the two

factors are quite similar. In factor two, one must check with the boss concerning

decisions, follow orders without question with the concomitant. inability to employ

-one's judgment in job related activities. Yet, the second factor has no loadings
whatever on the professionalism scales. A clue perhaps for an explanation can

be seen in item 43, the lack of a friendly working atmosphere. This item loads

only on factor one.
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This suggests that the existence of a cold and efficient work environment
may have an unfortunate.side effect upon the perception of the profession's
essential nature to society. The individual in this case may perceive his job
as being no different than thousands of other jobs and that he can be replaced
with a substitute quite easily since the job is so standardized.. Thus, how can
this job be associated with an essential profession? Rather, it is merely a
service occupation,. supplying pictures and stories to its audience.

The third factor deals exclusively with professionalism. The items
loading here indicate that the respondent reads his professional journals,
supports his professional organization, feels a calling to the field and thinks
the profession is underestimated in its contribution to society.

The fourth factor contains three loadings: Two bureaucratic items and a
negatively loaded professional item. Thus the lack of variety in one's job and
the fact that everyone is treated the same, load with a professional item, the
inability to employ one's judgment on the job. This factor differs from the
earlier bureaucratic factors, one and two, in that the pattern suggests
treatment of individuals is similar regardless of the circumstances, and
that there is no variety in the job. If the job lacks variety and there is no
differential treatment of individuals; it is not surprising that the inability to
employ one's judgment loads on this factor, since the daily routine is always
the same. In comparison to the earlier factors, note that this factor contains
none of the monotony, boredom or frustration items which were present on
factors one and two.

The fifth factor contains two professionalism items and one bureaucratic
item. This factor is sort of a "localized" version of factor three. The items
indicate that the individual attends local meetings, and in doing so supports his
organization. What is interesting is the bureaucracy item which loads on this
factor. The item as stated in the questionnaire is a negative item: "There
really are no specific rules,.but the employees understand how they should
act." One knows how to behave at work because of socialization into the role.
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However, this item loading with two professionalism items dealing with

attendance and support of one's organization, suggests that perhaps the

socialization at the work site is augmented and extended by peer contact at

local association meetings.

The sixth and seventh factors are quite similar. Both contain only
professionalism items with the idealism of one's colleagues toward the field

loading on both factors. In factor six, idealism is associated with colleague

enthusiasm for the field and the respondent's ability to employ his own

judgment in his work.

In factor seven, the idealism item loads with a gregarious item, enjoyment

in seeing colleagues and exchanging ideas with them, and an item concerning the

dedication of one's peers to the profession.

A retrospective consideration of the two previous professionalism factors

(three and five) would suggest that the attitudes expressed on factors six and

seven are somewhat independent of the professional and autonomy scales.

That is, the respondent indicates that idealism can be related to freedom of

making one's own decisions, or that one enjoys seeing his colleagues and

exchanging ideas. The point is,' that these items loaded on separate factors

and not together with factors two and three. Factor six may be said to be

determined by a work-site variable and factor seven by a gregarious variable.

Note a! so that on factor seven, the pattern reveals no attendance or supporting

of professional organizations.

Factor eight contains three variables in a most unusual combination. The

first item is the professionalism question dealing with autonomy in work schedules.

The remaining two items are from the bureaucracy scale. Cne loads negatively:

An item which states one's job involves the same circumstances from day to day.

The negative relationship between autonomy and similarity in day to day work

patterns is logical. What is peculiar is the positive loading of the item which
states that people are hired because of their appearance. Certainly any potential

reporter or newscaster must be presentable in appearance and this would be a
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consideration in the array of variables which a news director considers in evaluating

an applicant. What is surprising is that the item was negatively loaded on the

bureaucracy matrix. However, when both scales are factored together, it appears

as a positive item associated with news directors. It is not that the veracity of

the item pattern of this factor is questioned, but rather that the item loads so
clearly with autonomy and the only individual who has substantial control over

his environment, the news director.

The remaining five factors, nine through thirteen, exhibit some "strange"

relationships. Factor nine contains two professional items, the ability to judge
another's performance competency and the ability to exercise one's judgment in

daily work. While these two items go together, the third item loading on the

factor is somewhat confusing. The bureaucratic item states that supplies must

be checked out with permission. A case could be made for the wording of the

original questions and of the fact that the judgment and supply questions have

been reversed or reflected for this discussion and that the questions may in

fact be semantically irreversible. However, this explanation must be rejected,
since there is no other evidence of irreversibility on any of the other scale

items.

Factor ten reveals a similar pattern of somewhat mixed loadings. The only

public service item on the professionalism scale loads here with two bureaucratic

items of a peculiar sort. An interpretation Of the factor is possible, but little
weight should be given its veracity.

The bureaucratic item states that management sticks to itself and that the

station lacks a systematic promotion policy. This combinatioo is comprehensible

in that lack of contact with management e.nd its policies (in this case, promotion)

could explain the positive-negative loading. However, the loading of the profes-

sionalism item dealing with the essential nature of the profession to society on

this factor is confusing. In terms of an attitude cluster, it suggests that the lack
of systematic promotion procedures and the lack of contact with management are

related. The linkage between these two items and the idea that the profession is

essential to society is at best conjectural. It can be suggested that perhaps this
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is the "way things should be That is, a commitment to the profession requires
that management stick to itself and not interfere with the operations of the news

staff, and that any systematic promotion procedures would be unduly bureaucratic.

Factor eleven is comprised of one item, the existence of smoking rules at

the station. This finding is reassuring since in the rotated bureaucratic factor
matrix, the item was associated with two factors. Needless to say, a smoking

rule should hold for all individuals in a news department, not just a select few.

Factor eleven is a dim reflection of factor five, the "localized" professionalism
factor. Two bureaucratic items load on the factor stating that employees know

how to act on the job without a specific set of rules, the other suggesting that the

news department stresses the following of established procedures and routines.

Also loading on the factor is one professionalism item dealing with the fact that

everybody knows what everybody else is doing. This factor represents a subtle

type of socialization into a rote, but in this case, without any of the outside

professional interactions as represented in factor five.
The last factor represents a sort of "pure" dyad between the news director

and management. The individual here makes all of his decisions at work and

feels that executives are qualified for their positions. It is also possible that

the news director is merely evaluating himself. That is, he is an executive
in the station hierarchy and he is, of course, qualified.

Summary and Discussion

A number of important limitations and constraints upon the generality of the

findings from the factor analysis of the various scales should be restated.

First, the sample employed in this study had a restricted range in terms of

the total universe of broadcast journalists. The sample included only respondents

from the lower two market triads. Missing were radio journalists, network
journalists and, of course, respondents from the large metropolitan television

markets.
Second, the sample respondents whose questionnaires were submitted to

factor analysis were engaged in one occupation. This homogeneity of respondents
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constrained the item selection process since factor analysis, like any multi-

variate stL-Atisticll technique, requires some variation in response pattern.

Third, the analysis of the two scales separately and the final factoring

together sought to discover any underlying relationships within the theoretical

model set forth by Hell. The key relationship sought was an interactive pattern

of bureaucracy and profee-a:ionalism within this sample. Given the small sample

size, two types of- analysis could not be p3rformed (factoring by market size

and by all job classifications).

Granted those restrictions, the factor analysis revealed a number of patterns

worthy of future investigation. if one accepts the validity of the professional

model as set forth by Hall, it can be concluded that this sample of television

newsmen exhibit a pattern of germinal professionalism. Given the opportunity

to exercise their intelligenee and judgment, newsmen exhibit two somewhat

crude professional types. There is a localized professional who attends and

participates in his state association and a professional type who is a nationally

oriented member, combining a calling to the field, support of the national

organization, and roeularity in reading the professional journals of the field.

Concomitant with tha two professional types are three factors all linked to

the presence of the opportunity to exercise one's judgment in work activities.

Thus, autonomy, self-regulation and a calling to the field are factored with the

judgment item. Being denied the opportunity to exercise judgment in one's work

reveals a startling pattern when both scales are analyzed together.

This can be seen in the first two factors in Table 3. Denied the freedom to

employ one's judgmental ability loads with a series of items that display all of

the negative properties commonly associated with bureaucracy.

Thus bureaucratic structures exist whiCh can thwart the development of a

professional attitude. That is, the attitude cluster represented in factor one
(Table 3) is associated with a negative evaluation of the occupation's essential

nature to the society in which is functions.

The second major pattern to emerge is the existence of a variety of pro -

fessional types. They were identified as localized and national professional

reference type =:. In the combined analysis of the bureaucracy and professional
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scales, this initial pattern does nol disappear. The rational type, factor three
in Table 3 is quite "pure." It is associated with no bureaucracy items. The

localized type also appears with little relationship to ii1C bureaucracy scale.

Two other variations appear that deserve mention. There is a pattern of
calling to the field, or more accurately, a high degree of idealism, dedication
and enthusiaE,m for one's work, which is independent of the aforementioned

profecional types. This may suggest that future development in the area oi

professionalization is poSsible, given this committed cadre of idealistic respon-
dent:..

Secondly, complete autonomy in one's %%ork is constrained to one individual,

the news director. If future research substantiates this findinn, a number of

important ramifications for the professionalization of broadcast journalism are

conceivable. A key to professionalism as demonstrated in this study is tho

ability to employ one's judgn-ent in one's work. Complete autonomy is not

required for the emergence of the professional typos previously discussed.

In the final analysis, autonomy and the power to make decisions load separately

from the judgment factors. tieing denied the ability to employ one's judgm ant

loads on factor one of 7 able 3, certainty one of the most brutal and harsh de-

scriptions of a work envirooment possible, given the items in the bureaucracy

scale.

The ability to use one's judgment in work tasks may be more psychological

than real. However, its presence is crucial it would seem, to the develOpmont
of professionalism.
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. TAbLE 1

MEAN DOREAJCRACY Si_!021S3

AND JOB C1.AS3IICAPION

'A B C U E F XI1=r.
News Director 46 36 38 38 21 37 216

Newscaster 44 37 3R 36 2? 32 214

Reporter 43 34 39 36 26 33 213

CemerarP.r. 46 37 38 36 2? 31 215

Miscellaneous 45 35 39 37 24 33 213

Scale Me,:n 45 36 38 37 35 33 214

Note: The lower the score, the higher the level of
bureeuerncy.

'A Hierilrchy of authority
f Oivinion of labor
C Ruls
D Procedures
E Impt,rsonAity
F Technical competence
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Th131.1:

ROTATED FACTOR LOAD1NC3 FOR

TELEVISION NEWSWINX ON

THE BUREAUCRACY SCALE

7 07
.498

OF AUTtinRITY
32, Check with boss .872
22, approved
32. Ly:ocutives decide .613
V1GION OP LABOR
23, Job mcnotonus ,6,18 .472

33. Sarre dircuml:tances
from day to day .534 .40(s

59. No variety .770
DES

5. Smoking rules
14. Follow orders without

question
.588

15. Employees understand
how they should act .726

.00EDURr5
16. Lot of red tape .661.

17. Stress established
procedures

36. StrIct operating
procedures

.456

45. Can't use own judgment .796
PERJOnALITY

C. Everybryly treated same . 767
47. Management sticks to

itself
644

49. Not very friendly here .694
CHN1CAL COMPETENCE
10. All executives qualified . 62 .511
29. People hired for

appearance
-.810

50. Systematic promotion -.442
procedures

.535
....moo aoMe..

RCENT CF TOTAL VARIANCE 14 .12 11 11 10 9 67;

ERCENT OF TOTAL FACTOR 21 18 16 16 15 14 100,;
AR1ANCE
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"Professionz-ai:,.....tiQn and f7ure:.....2reti:-.ation," Amer-lc:1n

:2:3: (Fet)ruary, r:ichard El. Cr.:(..upations ,-;nd cs.,-:7;ra

Structuro Cliffs, Prentice Hall, 1(:)4..7)) and Rich::.rd H.

Hall, Cr:;,,ni:':Itior).-7: t'.;trueturos. (Ericzlvvocid Cliffs, N.J. .:

Prentic e-i -I all , 1977)

4. Consult Dimid LeRoy,"Mca.suring Professionalism in a Sarnple of Tele,,,1:-ion

Journalists," Ph. P. disertation, University of Wisconfin-
bladi::;on, 1971). "Tpend::d in tiv: (litertation are all of the rell.Vall.L.

scales and keys: es a more detailed cli.t cussiion of the res.:!arch

5. Hall, "Pro,-essionaliation..." p. 93-94.

6. See footnote en t! for reference.

7. The difficulty with mail ques,tionnairet, is of course viell known. The respcys.e

rate for this survey was 40 p,trcent, which is similar co other surveys in
area of broc.deast journalism. The principlc short corning of the study is

that news directors did not choose to co-operate in the larger markets.

Thus, the findirr;: in this study reflect, ztt lec.:st, the attitudes, of journalists

in the medium ar.:1 smaller markets. The total usable questionnaires from

187 sent out waS.; 74. Ct these 51 individual wore clearly engaged in the daily

rituals of journalism. Future studies should follow the tack employed by
Johrvit-one, who employed Li 'relm*dtlestionnaire end long distance telephone

See John W. C. ,Ichr-tfltoric , Edward J. Slawski and William W.

Bowman, "The i''rofessional V-Alucs of American Newsmen,"

52:-5.10 (Winter 1972-1973).
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S. For an introduction to dummy variables see Thomati H. Wonnacott and konald

J. Wonnacott, Introductory Stati:tic3 (1\1,:w York: John Wiley and Sons, 1c.-?:;q),

pp or Herbert M. Flalock, Jr. , Soci:.:1 Second Edition

(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972), pp. 496-`,;043.

9. Not reported here are the ,:naly!..ies. of the cameramen and miscellaneous

category. The resulting factor structure from their arialySic. is more corplex,

rewiring six fac'tor!.i. Mv:7ti the \yid::: variations of duties for the individaels

involved the value of such an analyL;is is minimal at best.


